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A Place to Start a Family
More than any other modern scientists, Stephen Jay Gould has opened up
to millions the wonders of evolutionary biology. His genius as an
essayist lies in his unmatched ability to use his knowledge of the
world, including popular culture, to illuminate the realm of science.
Ever Since Darwin, Stephen Jay Gould's first book, has sold more than
a quarter of a million copies. Like all succeeding collections by this
unique writer, it brings the art of the scientific essay to
unparalleled heights.

The Naturalist on the River Amazons
The Appalachians
Takes a close-up look at the world's tallest trees, the coast redwoods
that grow only in the coastal regions of California, and at the
previously unknown ecosystem that the trees form high in the air in
the forest canopy.

Remarkable Creatures
“Contains elements of Oz and Harry Potter with a healthy dollop of
Willy Wonka thrown into the mix.” —Kirkus Reviews In this sweeping and
inventive debut novel that’s perfect for fans of Roald Dahl, Neil
Gaiman, and Tim Burton, a prodigal inventor flees his home to find his
destiny. In the humdrum town of Moormouth, Walter Mortinson’s unusual
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inventions cause nothing but trouble. After one of his contraptions
throws the town into chaos, Walter’s mother demands he cut the
nonsense and join the family mortuary business. Far off on Flaster
Isle, famed inventor Horace Flasterborn plans to take Walter under his
wing, just as he did Walter’s genius father decades ago. When a letter
arrives by unusual means offering Walter an apprenticeship, it isn’t
long before Walter decides to flee Moormouth to meet his destiny.
Walter runs away in the family hearse along with Cordelia, the moody
girl next door with one eye and plenty of secrets. Together they
journey through a strange landscape of fish-people, giantess miners,
and hypnotized honeybees in an adventure that will not only reveal the
truth about Walter’s past, but direct his future.

The Lost Kingdom
Evaluates the debate between advocates for evolution and intelligent
design which occured during the 2005 Dover evolution trial, dissecting
the claims of the intelligent design movement and explaining why the
conflict is compromising America's position a

Ever Since Darwin: Reflections in Natural History
Examines the physiology, feeding and reproductive habits, and social
behavior of each group of primates, including chimpanzees, orangutans,
gorillas, gibbons, Old World and New World monkeys, marmosets, and
humans.

Jennifer Lee: Writer and Director of Disney's Frozen
A curious young mouse boldly ventures into the meadow for the first
time. There he is given a crash course on life—from creatures both
friendly and not so friendly. Science and story blend seamlessly in
this entertaining coming of age tale.

Proboscis Monkey
A remarkable adventure by award-winning author Matthew J. Kirby brings
a fantastical American West filled with secrets and spies and
terrifying creatures to vivid life. In this extraordinary adventure
story, Billy Bartram, his father, and a secret society of philosophers
and scientists venture into the American wilderness in search of the
lost people of the Welsh Prince Madoc, seeking aid in the coming war
against the French. Traveling in a flying airship, the members of the
expedition find their lives frequently endangered in the untamed
American West by terrifying creatures, a party of French soldiers hot
on their trail, and the constant threat of traitors and spies. Billy
will face hazards greater than he can ever imagine as, together with
his father, he gets caught up in the fight for the biggest prize of
all: America. THE LOST KINGDOM is an epic journey filled with
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marvelous exploits, courage and intrigue, and a bold reimagining of a
mythical America. Matthew J. Kirby brings his signature storytelling
prowess and superb craft to this astonishing story of fathers and
sons, the beginnings of a nation, and wonder-filled adventure.

Florida Panthers
“[Bubbling] over with the joy of scientific discovery. . . . Great fun
for anyone looking to revive their childhood dinosaur obsessions.”
—Publishers Weekly, starred review What if we woke up one morning all
of the dinosaur bones in the world were gone? How would we know these
iconic animals had a 165-million year history on earth, and had
adapted to all land-based environments from pole to pole? What clues
would be left to discern not only their presence, but also to learn
about their sex lives, raising of young, social lives, combat, and who
ate who? What would it take for us to know how fast dinosaurs moved,
whether they lived underground, climbed trees, or went for a swim?
Welcome to the world of ichnology, the study of traces and trace
fossils—such as tracks, trails, burrows, nests, toothmarks, and other
vestiges of behavior—and how through these remarkable clues, we can
explore and intuit the rich and complicated lives of dinosaurs. With a
unique, detective-like approach, interpreting the forensic clues of
these long-extinct animals that leave a much richer legacy than bones,
Martin brings the wild world of the Mesozoic to life for the twentyfirst-century reader.

Tasmanian Devil
Offers a solution for reconstructing the economic foundation using the
country's founding principles of economic and political freedom.

The Eye of the Elephant
Although proboscis monkeys are known for their extremely large noses,
they also have webbed feet and hands that make them skilled swimmers.
They are known to jump from the trees where they spend most of their
time into nearby rivers, often landing in a belly flop! Discover the
reasons for their strange behavior in this title for young students.

Red Wolves
What do “the whole kit and caboodle,” “the whole shebang,” “the whole
megillah,” “the whole enchilada,” “the whole nine yards,” “the whole
box and dice,” and “the full Monty” have in common? They’re all
expressions that mean “the entire quantity,” and they’re all examples
of the breadth and depth of the English-speaking world’s vocabulary.
From the multitude of words and phrases in daily use, the author of
this delightful exploration into what we say and why we say it zeroes
in on those expressions and sayings and their variations that are
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funny, quirky, just plain folksy, or playfully dressed up in rhyme or
alliteration. Some may have become clichés that, as it’s said with
“tongue in cheek,” should be “avoided like the plague.” Others have
been distorted, deemed politically incorrect, or shrouded in mystery
and must bear some explanation. Among the topics the author delves
into are expressions that shouldn’t be taken literally (“dressed to
kill” and “kick the bucket”), foreign expressions that crept into
English (“carte blanche,” “carpe diem,” and “que sera, sera”), phrases
borrowed from print ads and TV commercials (“where there’s life,
there’s Bud” and “where the rubber meets the road”), animal images (“a
barrel of monkeys” and “chasing your tail”), and food and drink (“cast
your bread upon the water,” “chew the fat,” “bottom’s up!”, and “drink
as a lord”). Here’s a book for everyone who delights in the mysteries
of language and the perfect gift for all the “wordies” in your life.

The Story of a Life
This title examines the remarkable life of Jennifer Lee. Readers will
learn about her family background, childhood, and education, her
career as a movie producer and director, and her famous works. Color
photos and informative sidebars accompany easy-to-read, compelling
text. Features include a timeline, fast facts, list of famous works,
and a critical evaluation activity.Checkerboard Library is an imprint
of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.

The Making of the Fittest: DNA and the Ultimate Forensic
Record of Evolution
Traces the friendship and collaborative achievements of 20th-century
intellectuals Albert Camus and Jacques Monod, discussing their
contributions to the French Resistance, Nobel Prize-winning work and
passionate advocacy of human rights.

The Mouse and the Meadow
First Principles: Five Keys to Restoring America's
Prosperity
An “exciting” true account of battling the elephant poachers of Zambia
by the author of Where the Crawdads Sing and her fellow biologist (The
Boston Globe). Intelligent, majestic, and loyal, with lifespans
matching our own, elephants are among the greatest of the wonders
gracing the African wilds. Yet, in the 1970s and 1980s, about a
thousand of these captivating creatures were slaughtered in Zambia
each year, killed for their valuable ivory tusks. When biologists Mark
and Delia Owens, residing in Africa to study lions, found themselves
in the middle of a poaching fray, they took the only side they morally
could: that of the elephants. From the authors of Secrets of the
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Savanna, The Eye of the Elephant is “part adventure story, part
wildlife tale,” recounting the Owens’s struggle to save these innocent
animals from decimation, a journey not only to supply the natives with
ways of supporting their villages, but also to cultivate support
around the globe for the protection of elephants (The Boston Globe).
Filled with daring exploits among disgruntled hunters, arduous labor
on the African plains, and vivid depictions of various wildlife, this
remarkable tale is at once an adventure story, a travelogue, a
preservationist call to action, and a fascinating examination of both
human and animal nature.

Only a Theory
In this fascinating book from the New York Times bestselling author of
The Horse, Wendy Williams explores the lives of one of the world’s
most resilient creatures—the butterfly—shedding light on the role that
they play in our ecosystem and in our human lives. Butterflies are one
of the world’s most beloved insects. From butterfly gardens to zoo
exhibitions, they are one of the few insects we’ve encouraged to
infiltrate our lives. Yet, what has drawn us to these creatures in the
first place? And what are their lives really like? In this
groundbreaking book, New York Times bestselling author and science
journalist Wendy Williams reveals the inner lives of these “flying
flowers”—creatures far more intelligent and tougher than we give them
credit for. Monarch butterflies migrate thousands of miles each year
from Canada to Mexico. Other species have learned how to fool ants
into taking care of them. Butterflies’ scales are inspiring
researchers to create new life-saving medical technology. Williams
takes readers to butterfly habitats across the globe and introduces us
to not only various species, but to the scientists who have dedicated
their lives to studying them. Coupled with years of research and
knowledge gained from experts in the field, this accessible “butterfly
biography” explores the ancient partnership between these special
creatures and humans, and why they continue to fascinate us today.
Touching, eye-opening, and incredibly profound, The Language of
Butterflies reveals the critical role they play in our world.

The Remarkable Inventions of Walter Mortinson
In this landmark work, the author team led by Dr. Sean Carroll
presents the general principles of the genetic basis of morphological
change through a synthesis of evolutionary biology with genetics and
embryology. In this extensively revised second edition, the authors
delve into the latest discoveries, incorporating new coverage of
comparative genomics, molecular evolution of regulatory proteins and
elements, and microevolution of animal development. An accessible
text, focusing on the most well-known genes, developmental processes
and taxa. Builds logically from developmental genetics and regulatory
mechanisms to evolution at different genetic morphological levels.
Adds major insights from recent genome studies, new evo-devo biology
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research findings, and a new chapter on models of variation and
divergence among closely related species. Provides in-depth focus on
key concepts through well-developed case studies. Features clear,
4-color illustrations and photographs, chapter summaries, references
and a glossary. Presents the research of Dr. Carroll, a pioneer in the
field and the past president of the Society for Developmental Biology.

Endless Forms Most Beautiful
From the bestselling author of E. B. White Read-Aloud Honor Book Liesl
& Po comes a timely and relevant adventure story about monsters of all
kinds—and a girl brave enough to save them. Cordelia Clay loves the
work she and her father do together: saving and healing the remarkable
creatures around Boston at the end of the nineteenth century. Their
home on Cedar Street is full to the brim with dragons, squelches, and
diggles, and Cordelia loves every one of them. But their work must be
kept secret—others aren’t welcoming to outsiders and immigrants, so
what would the people of Boston do to the creatures they call
“monsters”? One morning, Cordelia awakens to discover that her father
has disappeared—along with nearly all the monsters. With only a
handful of clues and a cryptic note to guide her, Cordelia must set
off to find out what happened to her father, with the help of her new
friend Gregory, Iggy the farting filch, a baby dragon, and a small
zuppy (zombie puppy, that is).

Evolution
National Book Award Finalist: A biologist’s “thoroughly enjoyable”
account of the expeditions that unearthed the history of life on our
planet (Publishers Weekly). Not so long ago, most of our world was an
unexplored wilderness. Our sense of its age was vague and vastly off
the mark, and much of the knowledge of our own species’ history was a
set of fantastic myths and fairy tales. But scientists were about to
embark on an amazing new era of understanding. From the New York
Times–bestselling author of The Big Picture, this book leads us on a
rousing voyage that recounts the most important discoveries in two
centuries of natural history: from Darwin’s trip around the world to
Charles Walcott’s discovery of pre-Cambrian life in the Grand Canyon;
from Louis and Mary Leakey’s investigation of our deepest past in East
Africa to the trailblazers in modern laboratories who have located a
time clock in our DNA. Filled with the same sense of adventure that
spurred on these extraordinary men and women, Remarkable Creatures is
a “stirring introduction to the wonder of evolutionary biology”
(Kirkus Reviews). “Charming and enlightening.” —San Francisco
Chronicle “As fast-paced as a detective story.” —Nature

The Wild Trees
"The Story of a Life" by J. Breckenridge Ellis. Published by Good
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Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses
every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we
issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all ereaders and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are userfriendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.

Dinosaurs Without Bones
Immunization is regarded by many as one of the greatest advances in
modern civilization. The widespread use of vaccines has led to
increases in life expectancy, reductions in the occurrence of
childhood diseases, and is generally credited with saving millions of
lives annually. But since their discovery two centuries ago, vaccines
have been dogged by pockets of persistent distrust among those who are
skeptical of their science or who find compulsory immunization at odds
with personal liberty. The rise of these voices in contemporary
culture has contributed to trends of vaccine delay and vaccine
hesitancy in some communities -- a chasm between the general
population and the scientific establishment that has persisted and
grown at times across the last several decades. Vaccines: What
Everyone Needs to Know® offers a scientifically grounded overview of
the science, manufacture, and culture of vaccines in the United States
and internationally. Aiming to offer an unbiased resource on this
hotly debated subject, it provides accessible, authoritative overviews
of the following: · How vaccines work · The history of vaccines ·
Vaccine policy -- who writes it, and does it matter? · The contents
and manufacture of vaccines · Vaccine injury · The alleged link
between vaccines and autism · Vaccines and new outbreaks Written by a
leading authority in both infectious disease and vaccine education,
this book offers a clear-eyed resource for parents or anyone with an
interest in the use, efficacy, and controversy surrounding vaccines.
In a subject area defined by partisanship, it offers reliable resource
for what everyone needs to know.

Evolution
Venus flytraps, pitcher plants, and sundews are all examples of
nature's insect traps. They use their sugary nectar to lure prey to
them, before each carries out a unique killer plan of capture. The
predatory power of the plants featured in this title will stun young
students.

What is a Primate?
Into the Jungle
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"Fascinating and exhilarating—Sean B. Carroll at his very best."—Bill
Bryson, author of The Body: A Guide for Occupants From acclaimed
writer and biologist Sean B. Carroll, a rollicking, awe-inspiring
story of the surprising power of chance in our lives and the world Why
is the world the way it is? How did we get here? Does everything
happen for a reason or are some things left to chance? Philosophers
and theologians have pondered these questions for millennia, but
startling scientific discoveries over the past half century are
revealing that we live in a world driven by chance. A Series of
Fortunate Events tells the story of the awesome power of chance and
how it is the surprising source of all the beauty and diversity in the
living world. Like every other species, we humans are here by
accident. But it is shocking just how many things—any of which might
never have occurred—had to happen in certain ways for any of us to
exist. From an extremely improbable asteroid impact, to the wild
gyrations of the Ice Age, to invisible accidents in our parents'
gonads, we are all here through an astonishing series of fortunate
events. And chance continues to reign every day over the razor-thin
line between our life and death. This is a relatively small book about
a really big idea. It is also a spirited tale. Drawing inspiration
from Monty Python, Kurt Vonnegut, and other great thinkers, and
crafted by one of today's most accomplished science storytellers, A
Series of Fortunate Events is an irresistibly entertaining and thoughtprovoking account of one of the most important but least appreciated
facts of life.

Brave Genius
Now the subject of a feature film that the New York Times calls
"spellbinding" How does life work? How does nature produce the right
numbers of zebras and lions on the African savanna, or fish in the
ocean? How do our bodies produce the right numbers of cells in our
organs and bloodstream? In The Serengeti Rules, award-winning
biologist and author Sean Carroll tells the stories of the pioneering
scientists who sought the answers to such simple yet profoundly
important questions, and shows how their discoveries matter for our
health and the health of the planet we depend upon. One of the most
important revelations about the natural world is that everything is
regulated—there are rules that regulate the amount of every molecule
in our bodies and rules that govern the numbers of every animal and
plant in the wild. And the most surprising revelation about the rules
that regulate life at such different scales is that they are
remarkably similar—there is a common underlying logic of life. Carroll
recounts how our deep knowledge of the rules and logic of the human
body has spurred the advent of revolutionary life-saving medicines,
and makes the compelling case that it is now time to use the Serengeti
Rules to heal our ailing planet. A bold and inspiring synthesis by one
of our most accomplished biologists and gifted storytellers, The
Serengeti Rules is the first book to illuminate how life works at
vastly different scales. Read it and you will never look at the world
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the same way again.

The Flight of the Iguana
From the award-winning author of The Song of the Dodo comes a
collection of essays in which various weird and wonderful aspects of
nature are examined. This book contains tales of vegetarian piranha
fish, voiceless dogs, and a scientific search for the genes that
threaten to destroy the cheetah.

Vaccines
Evolution presents foundational concepts through a contemporary
framework of population genetics and phylogenetics that is enriched by
current research and stunning art. In every chapter, new critical
thinking questions and expanded end-of-chapter problems emphasizing
data interpretation reinforce the Second Edition’s focus on helping
students think like evolutionary biologists.

An Elegant Defense
Examines the effort to discover the Higgs boson particle by tracing
the development and use of the Large Hadron Collider and how its
findings are dramatically shaping scientific understandings while
enabling world-changing innovations.

The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane
Animals of this size face different physiological and ecological
challenges than larger mammals.

The Serengeti Rules
Presents an introduction to evolutionary developmental biology which
studies genes and their role in biological diversity and evolution.

The Particle at the End of the Universe
A poetry collection introducing animal architects that build
remarkable structures in order to attract a mate and have babies. Many
animals build something--a nest, tunnel, or web--in order to pair up,
lay eggs, give birth, and otherwise perpetuate their species.
Organized based on where creatures live--underground, in the water, on
land, or in the air--twelve poems bring fish, insects, reptiles,
mammals, and birds to life. Back matter includes more information
about each animal. "A fine synthesis of poetry and science" -- Kirkus
Reviews "An inviting introduction to a dozen industrious creatures" -Publishers Weekly "A natural for classroom use, with eye-catching art
that will lure little ones in" -- Booklist ILA Teachers' Choices
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Killer Plants
Explains why Florida panthers became an endangered species, and
describes the efforts of scientists to bring them back from the brink
of extinction.

From DNA to Diversity
True tales of wildlife survival show how the heroic efforts of people
who stepped in when all seemed lost have brought these endangered
animals back from the brink of extinction.

A Series of Fortunate Events
Describes the physical characteristics, habits, and habitat of the
Tasmanian devil.

The Magnificent Monsters of Cedar Street
"Invites students to step into the lives of naturalists who followed
their dreams, and often risked their lives, to explore the unknown.
Each of the nine stories in this brief reader chronicles the dramatic
adventures of an influential zoologist, geologist, paleontologist, or
geneticist on their path to some of the most important discoveries
that have shaped our understanding of how life has evolved. Cultivates
an understanding of the physical hardships the featured explorers
endured and the obstacles they had to overcome in challenging societal
belief systems and initiating paradigm shifts in the scientific
community" - from publisher.

In a Manner of Speaking
Now one of the nation's premier science writers and a celebrated
illustrator team up to bring together the pillars of evidence in
fields of biology, genetics, geology, paleontology and medicine that
support today's view of evolution.

Billions of Years, Amazing Changes
National Bestseller “One of those rare nonfiction books that
transcends the genre. Extraordinary.” —Douglas Preston, New York Times
bestselling author of The Lost City of the Monkey God A grand tour of
the human immune system and the secrets of health, by the Pulitzer
Prize–winning New York Times journalist A terminal cancer patient
rises from the grave. A medical marvel defies HIV. Two women with
autoimmunity discover their own bodies have turned against them. Matt
Richtel's An Elegant Defense uniquely entwines these intimate stories
with science’s centuries-long quest to unlock the mysteries of
sickness and health, and illuminates the immune system as never
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before. The immune system is our body’s essential defense network, a
guardian vigilantly fighting illness, healing wounds, maintaining
order and balance, and keeping us alive. Its legion of microscopic
foot soldiers—from T cells to “natural killers”—patrols our body,
linked by a nearly instantaneous communications grid. It has been
honed by evolution over millennia to face an almost infinite array of
threats. For all its astonishing complexity, however, the immune
system can be easily compromised by fatigue, stress, toxins, advanced
age, and poor nutrition—hallmarks of modern life—and even by excessive
hygiene. Paradoxically, it is a fragile wonder weapon that can turn on
our own bodies with startling results, leading today to epidemic
levels of autoimmune disorders. Richtel effortlessly guides readers on
a scientific detective tale winding from the Black Plague to twentiethcentury breakthroughs in vaccination and antibiotics, to the cuttingedge laboratories that are revolutionizing immunology—perhaps the most
extraordinary and consequential medical story of our time. The
foundation that Richtel builds makes accessible revelations about
cancer immunotherapy, the microbiome, and autoimmune treatments that
are changing millions of lives. An Elegant Defense also captures in
vivid detail how these powerful therapies, along with our behavior and
environment, interact with the immune system, often for the good but
always on a razor’s edge that can throw this remarkable system out of
balance. Drawing on his groundbreaking reporting for the New York
Times and based on extensive new interviews with dozens of worldrenowned scientists, Matt Richtel has produced a landmark book,
equally an investigation into the deepest riddles of survival and a
profoundly human tale that is movingly brought to life through the
eyes of his four main characters, each of whom illuminates an
essential facet of our “elegant defense.”

The Biology of Small Mammals
DNA evidence not only solves crimes—in Sean Carroll's hands it will
now end the Evolution Wars. DNA, the genetic blueprint of all
creatures, is a stunningly rich and detailed record of evolution.
Every change or new trait, from the gaudy colors of tropical birds to
our color vision with which we admire them, is due to changes in DNA
that leave a record and can be traced. Just as importantly, the DNA
evidence has revealed several profound surprises about how evolution
actually works.

The Language of Butterflies
Edward Tulane, a cold-hearted and proud toy rabbit, loves only himself
until he is separated from the little girl who adores him and travels
across the country, acquiring new owners and listening to their hopes,
dreams, and histories. Jr Lib Guild. Teacher's Guide available.
Reprint.
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